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Allen & Unwin, 2004. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 15.2 x 23 cm. 'To write, we must read. To
write well, we must study the best. Matthew Ricketson has done that distilling essentials of the craft
into a practical text equally valuable to the learner and the practising professional.' - Andrew Rule,
Walkley Award-winning journalist.'Matthew Ricketson's book is both useful and thought provoking.
For the young reporter struggling to write features, it provides a good basic primer. For those
interested in pushing the boundaries of the journalistic form, it provides encouragement and
provocation.' - Margaret Simons, award-winning journalist and author of Meeting of the
Waters.More feature stories are being published in newspapers and magazines than ever before,
ranging from lifestyle spreads about the search for the perfect chocolate mud cake to investigative
series about the illegal trade in wildlife. Feature stories offer journalists the chance to move beyond
conventional news reporting and write more creatively.Written by an experienced journalist and
teacher, this practical guide shows how to write both elementary and more sophisticated feature
stories. It explains how to:.* generate fresh ideas.* organise your time efficiently.* gather factual
and personal information.* sift and sort raw material.* find the best way to...
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This pdf is so gripping and exciting. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I am just effortlessly could get a enjoyment of reading a published pdf.
-- Henri Gutkowski-- Henri Gutkowski

This ebook is definitely not straightforward to begin on studying but quite fun to read. It is one of the most awesome book i actually have go through.
Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Nelda Trantow I-- Nelda Trantow I
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